
PEER REVIEW HISTORY 

BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 

reproduced below.   

 

 

ARTICLE DETAILS 

TITLE (PROVISIONAL) Bone Mineral Density and Fracture Risk with Long-term use of 
Inhaled Corticosteroids in Patients with Asthma: Systematic Review 
and Meta-Analysis 

AUTHORS Loke, Yoon; Gilbert, Daniel; Thavarajah, Menaka; Blanco, Patricia; 
Wilson, Andrew 

 

VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Hoan Linh Banh 
University of Alberta  
Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry  
Department of Family Medicine  
Canada 

REVIEW RETURNED 06-Jun-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS 1. Authors did not perform a thorough search of databases. They did 
not search the Cochrane Library or IPA.  
2. The goal of the review is to determine the effects of ICS on 
fractures and BMD change. Unclear why authors included mesh 
terms such as cataract or glaucoma?  
3. Page 9, line 19 – 20, the author stated long-term use of 
budesonide had significant reduction in BMD compared to non-
users. The forest plot shows that the confidence interval crosses 
zero which suggests that the difference is not statistically significant.  
4. Page 9, line 52 – 55, the authors stated “The point estimates of 
fracture risk had a trend towards elevation at higher dose levels, with 
one study demonstrating an OR of 1.15 (0.89 – 1.48) for children 
with ≥20 prescriptions. Since the confidence interval crosses 1, the 
authors should avoid using terms such as a trend towards. The 
difference is either statistically significant or its not. 

 

REVIEWER H. William Kelly, Pharm.D. 
University of New Mexico Health Sciences Center  
U.S.A. 
 
Am on the Steering Committees for the U.S. FDA mandated safety 
trials of combination ICS/LABAs in both children and adults so 
receive remuneration from GlaxoSmithKline, AstraZeneca, Merck, 
and Novartis for time and travel expenses. 

REVIEW RETURNED 11-Jun-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I have few comments as I feel the authors gathered the appropriate 
studies from the literature and followed appropriate standards for 
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systematic reviews and meta-analyses. They discussed the 
limitations of the study and did not over reach in their conclusions.  
Specific comments:  
pg 4, line 35: misspelled morbidity  
pg 8, line 24: I think the authors meant flunisolide no flunisolone  

 

REVIEWER Armin Gemperli 
University of Lucerne, Switzerland 

REVIEW RETURNED 13-Jul-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The research is well conducted, methodologically sound and well 
reported, with few items that require revision. Troubling is that some 
reported estimates do not match between text and figure. We cannot 
fully comment on the significance of the study, however.  
 
Major comments:  
 
1> General: The criteria on duration was reported as "at least 52 
weeks", "> 12 months" or in years: it is advised to a) always use the 
same units; and b) be consistent if 52 weeks is included (as in "at 
least") or not (as in ">")  
 
2> General: Fracture risk is primary endpoints and BMD (in lumbar 
spine?) secondary outcome. It should, for sake of readability, always 
be reported in that order. As it is now presented, the (order) of 
presenting the outcomes is inconsistent  
 
3> Abstract – Objectives: The objective is not clearly defined. The 
section provided under "Objectives" in the abstract qualifies as 
"Background", not as objective  
 
4> Abstract – Results: There is confusion in the reporting of the 
results. There are 18 studies describes, which are then only partly 
included in the various subgroup analysis of RCTs vs. observational 
studies, children vs. adults, primary (fracture risk) vs. secondary 
endpoints (BMD), and subgroups of secondary endpoints (BMD) in 
lumbar spine vs. femur. This description is confusion with respect to 
the various subgroups analyzed and the number of studies and need 
a more precise, understandable description  
 
5> Methods – Study Selection Criteria: It states that  
1) For RCTs, ICS in combination with LABA would be compared to 
LABA alone  
2) In observational studies any ICS exposure is compared to those 
without ICS exposure  
3) On page 7 it says "If a trial had more than one group of non-ICS 
users, we analyzed data from the placebo arm"  
 
These statements are contradictory. E.g. a three arm trial with 
ICS+LABA vs. LABA vs. Placebo, would be analyzed as  
- ICS+LABA vs. LABA, discarding the placebo arm under criteria 1 
for RCTs  
- ICS+LABA vs.Placebo, discarding the placebo arm under criteria 2 
(for observational studies) and criteria 3  
 
It further remains unclear what would be done for arms including ICS 
vs. ICS+LABA vs. LABA under criteria 1 – would ICS and ICS+LABA 
be combined?  
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6> Methods – Study Selection Criteria: Item (3) is specific on 
combination therapies with LABA. How about combinations with 
SABA or LTRA?  
 
7> Methods – Search Strategy: It is unclear what was performed 
when described as "We also checked [...] existing systematic 
reviews"  
 
8> Methods – Study Characteristics and Data Extraction: The 
secondary endpoints is not clearly defined as there is the bone 
mineral density measured in the lumbar spine and in the femur  
 
9> Methods – Risk of Bias Assessment: The criteria "random 
sequence" is in the table, but not mentioned in the text  
 
10> Methods – Risk of Bias Assessment: "blinding" is unclear. 
Should be split up into "Blinding of participant and personnel" and 
"Blinding of outcome assessor"  
 
11> Methods – Risk of Bias Assessment: The criteria "ITT analysis" 
should be added, and potentially also "selective reporting"  
 
12> Methods – Risk of Bias Assessment: An overall assessment of 
the risk ob bias is missing and should be added as column to Table 
2a  
 
13> Methods – Risk of Bias Assessment: The consequence of the 
risk of bias assessment is missing, as described in PRISMA item 12 
– "Describe [...] how this information is to be used in any data 
synthesis"  
 
14> Methods – Risk of Bias Assessment: The paragraph on the 
aimed funnel plot is confusing. On one hand its says hand funnel 
plots were planned, but then it also said there was no pre-registered 
protocol  
 
15> Methods – Risk of Bias Assessment: Citation 11 might not be 
the most suitable as it is less general on funnel plots and more on 
inference of asymmetry tests on funnel plots  
 
16> Methods – Statistical Analysis: The term "imputed" is used 
wrongly here. Imputing means assuming/estimating a value based 
on other means. As described the standard deviation is not 
estimated but (deterministically) derived by means of transformation. 
This is not imputation. See Cochrane Handbook – 16.1.3.1: "Before 
imputing missing standard deviations however, authors should look 
carefully for statistics that allow calculation or estimation of the 
standard deviation (e.g. confidence intervals, standard errors, t 
values, P values, F values), as discussed in Chapter 7 (Section 
7.7.3)."  
 
17> Methods – Statistical Analysis: The expression "wherever 
possible" leaves the reader unclear  
 
18> Results: 1886 studies were mentioned in the text as opposed to 
1887 studies mentioned in Figure 1  
 
19> Results: The number of studies mentioned do not match 
between text and figures (forest plots). E.g. three RCTs in text for 
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lumber spine BMD in children versus four in the figure; Four 
observational studies for lumber spine BMD in adults versus five in 
the figure; same for femur BMD for adults  
 
20> Results: The reported pooled estimates in the text do not match 
the numbers in the figures  
 
21> Discussion: Last sentence "Nevertheless, prescribers of ICS 
should continue to focus on using the lowest effective dose to 
minimize unexpected adverse consequences of ICS therapy" is not 
supported by this study (not even addressed) and should be 
abandoned  
 
22> Tables 1: Tables need some clean up as there are irregularities 
in formatting. E.g. use of units, interval tokens, case sensitivity, etc.  
 
23> Table 2a: Roux 2003: The entry under "allocation concealment" 
most likely belongs under the "sequence generation" column instead  
 
24> Table 3a: Under column "sequence generation" rather the exact 
methods should be described than "Adequate"  
 
25> Figure 1: Not clear how hand searching was performed as this 
was not described (using this term) in the text. Does it refer to the 
search using the bibliographies/citations?  
 
26> Figure 1: "data format not analysable" is unclear. It seems this 
could have been easily solved by contacting the study authors, and 
the output increased from 18 to 25 studies  
 
Minor comments:  
 
27> The line numbers do not match the text  
 
28> Abstract - Conclusion: "Use" should be lowercase  
 
29> Introduction: There is a typo in "multimorbidity"  
 
30> Methods – Exclusion Criteria: No space between "asthma/" and 
"COPD"  
 
31> Methods – Search Strategy: "Reviews" should be lowercase  
 
32> Figure 2: The figure lacks a title similar to those in figures 3 and 
4  
 
33> Figures 2 to 4: unclear what the prefixes mean (1.3.1, 1.3.2, 
1.4.1, etc.)   

 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

Reviewer Name Hoan Linh Banh  

Institution and Country University of Alberta  

Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry  

Department of Family Medicine  
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Canada  

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’: None declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

1. Authors did not perform a thorough search of databases. They did not search the Cochrane Library 

or IPA. [Author Response: Our previous methodological research found that when searching for 

adverse effects in RCTs and observational studies, the IPA and Cochrane CENTRAL had sensitivities 

of only 12% and 9% respectively. This compares unfavourably to EMBASE and MEDLINE which have 

sensitivities of 41% and 33% respectively. Golder S, Loke YK. The contribution of different information 

sources for adverse effects data. Int J Technol Assess Health Care. 2012 Apr;28(2):133-7.]  

 

2. The goal of the review is to determine the effects of ICS on fractures and BMD change. Unclear 

why authors included mesh terms such as cataract or glaucoma?  

[Author Response: We used broad electronic search terms in order to capture a wide range of articles 

that report on any adverse effects of ICS. This is because previous methodological research has 

shown that use of very specific textwords fails to identify relevant articles, because titles and abstracts 

do not always list all adverse effects of interest. We used manual screening to determine if the articles 

reported on specific adverse effects of interest or not.]  

3. Page 9, line 19 – 20, the author stated long-term use of budesonide had significant reduction in 

BMD compared to non-users. The forest plot shows that the confidence interval crosses zero which 

suggests that the difference is not statistically significant.  

[Author Response: We have corrected the statement in the text and removed the term ‘significant’]  

4. Page 9, line 52 – 55, the authors stated “The point estimates of fracture risk had a trend towards 

elevation at higher dose levels, with one study demonstrating an OR of 1.15 (0.89 – 1.48) for children 

with ≥20 prescriptions. Since the confidence interval crosses 1, the authors should avoid using terms 

such as a trend towards. The difference is either statistically significant or its not.  

[Author Response: We apologise for the error and have corrected the statement to say no significant 

elevation]  

 

 

Reviewer: 2  

Reviewer Name H. William Kelly, Pharm.D.  

Institution and Country University of New Mexico Health Sciences Center  

U.S.A.  

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’: Am on the Steering Committees for the 

U.S. FDA mandated safety trials of combination ICS/LABAs in both children and adults so receive 

remuneration from GlaxoSmithKline, AstraZeneca, Merck, and Novartis for time and travel expenses.  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below I have few comments as I feel the authors 

gathered the appropriate studies from the literature and followed appropriate standards for systematic 

reviews and meta-analyses. They discussed the limitations of the study and did not over reach in their 

conclusions.  

Specific comments:  

pg 4, line 35: misspelled morbidity  

pg 8, line 24: I think the authors meant flunisolide no flunisolone  

[Author Response: We have corrected the errors]  

 

Reviewer: 3  

Reviewer Name Armin Gemperli  

Institution and Country University of Lucerne, Switzerland  

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’: None declared  
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Please leave your comments for the authors below  

The research is well conducted, methodologically sound and well reported, with few items that require 

revision. Troubling is that some reported estimates do not match between text and figure.  

[Author Response: We apologise for the inconsistency in one of the Figures. We have re-drawn the 

Forest plot and corrected the text.]  

 

We cannot fully comment on the significance of the study, however.  

 

Major comments:  

 

1> General: The criteria on duration was reported as "at least 52 weeks", "> 12 months" or in years: it 

is advised to a) always use the same units; and b) be consistent if 52 weeks is included (as in "at 

least") or not (as in ">")  

[Author Response: We agree and have amended the manuscript throughout to be consistent in 

reporting months of therapy]  

 

2> General: Fracture risk is primary endpoints and BMD (in lumbar spine?) secondary outcome. It 

should, for sake of readability, always be reported in that order. As it is now presented, the (order) of 

presenting the outcomes is inconsistent  

[Author Response: We agree and have amended the manuscript throughout to be consistent. 

Fractures are now reported first in the Results section]  

 

3> Abstract – Objectives: The objective is not clearly defined. The section provided under "Objectives" 

in the abstract qualifies as Background", not as objective  

[Author Response: We agree and have amended the text to read “We aimed to assess the 

association between long-term use of inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) and bone adverse effects in 

patients with asthma.]  

 

4> Abstract – Results: There is confusion in the reporting of the results. There are 18 studies 

describes, which are then only partly included in the various subgroup analysis of RCTs vs. 

observational studies, children vs. adults, primary (fracture risk) vs. secondary endpoints (BMD), and 

subgroups of secondary endpoints (BMD) in lumbar spine vs. femur. This description is confusion with 

respect to the various subgroups analyzed and the number of studies and need a more precise, 

understandable description  

[Author Response: We apologise for this, and have completely re-written the Results section in the 

Abstract to specify how many studies were in which subgroup of the meta-analysis]  

 

5> Methods – Study Selection Criteria: It states that  

1) For RCTs, ICS in combination with LABA would be compared to LABA alone  

2) In observational studies any ICS exposure is compared to those without ICS exposure  

3) On page 7 it says "If a trial had more than one group of non-ICS users, we analyzed data from the 

placebo arm"  

 

These statements are contradictory. E.g. a three arm trial with ICS+LABA vs. LABA vs. Placebo, 

would be analyzed as  

- ICS+LABA vs. LABA, discarding the placebo arm under criteria 1 for RCTs  

- ICS+LABA vs.Placebo, discarding the placebo arm under criteria 2 (for observational studies) and 

criteria 3  

[Author Response: We have clarified the analysis in the Methods section, to now state “If a trial had 

more than one group of non-ICS users as controls, we analysed data for ICS versus placebo (if 

available) in preference to data from active comparators such as ICS versus nedocromil, montelukast 

or disodium cromoglycate. If combination formulations were evaluated in the trial, we chose 
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unconfounded comparisons based on ICS used together with the other drug versus other drug alone.” 

We did not have any included studies with the three arm design, and as such this consideration did 

not arise.]  

 

It further remains unclear what would be done for arms including ICS vs. ICS+LABA vs. LABA under 

criteria 1 – would ICS and ICS+LABA be combined?  

[Author Response: We did not have any included studies with this type of three arm design, and as 

such this consideration did not arise.]  

 

6> Methods – Study Selection Criteria: Item (3) is specific on combination therapies with LABA. How 

about combinations with SABA or LTRA?  

[Author Response: There are no commercially licensed inhalers with ICS-SABA or ICS-LTRA 

preparations for asthma]  

 

7> Methods – Search Strategy: It is unclear what was performed when described as "We also 

checked [...] existing systematic reviews"  

[Author Response: We have clarified this statement “We also manually looked through the 

bibliographies of included studies as well as existing systematic reviews for any other articles that 

may be potentially suitable.”]  

 

8> Methods – Study Characteristics and Data Extraction: The secondary endpoints is not clearly 

defined as there is the bone mineral density measured in the lumbar spine and in the femur  

[Author Response: Agreed, we have amended to “bone mineral density at the lumbar spine or the 

femur as secondary endpoints”]  

 

9> Methods – Risk of Bias Assessment: The criteria "random sequence" is in the table, but not 

mentioned in the text  

[Author Response: Agreed,we have added sequence generation to the Methods]  

 

 

10> Methods – Risk of Bias Assessment: "blinding" is unclear. Should be split up into "Blinding of 

participant and personnel" and "Blinding of outcome assessor"  

[Author Response: We have added Blinding of participant and personnel to the Methods]  

 

 

11> Methods – Risk of Bias Assessment: The criteria "ITT analysis" should be added, and potentially 

also "selective reporting"  

[Author Response: The Cochrane Adverse Effects Methods Group warns that ITT analysis creates a 

potential error where adverse effects are ascribed to patients who were randomized but did not 

receive the drug. Hence, ITT analysis is not considered to be a quality indicator for adverse effects. 

We agree that assessment of selective reporting is gaining importance, but this requires availability of 

detailed protocols for both the RCTs and observational studies, and the current state of trial 

registration doesn’t make it possible for us to obtain these]  

 

 

12> Methods – Risk of Bias Assessment: An overall assessment of the risk of bias is missing and 

should be added as column to Table 2a  

[Author Response: Currently there is no Quality scale that allows an overall assessment involving the 

combination of the standard Cochrane criteria as well as the methodological rigor in the adverse 

effects evaluation. Some studies may be methodologically strong in assessing benefit, but have very 

weak adverse effects data. It would not be appropriate to come up with a single summary measure]  
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13> Methods – Risk of Bias Assessment: The consequence of the risk of bias assessment is missing, 

as described in PRISMA item 12 – "Describe [...] how this information is to be used in any data 

synthesis"  

[Author Response: We do discuss consequences of high risk of bias in this paragraph: “There was 

substantial heterogeneity in this meta-analysis (I2=76%), with Sosa’s study reporting significantly 

increased fracture risk, whilst the others did not. However, we judged a study by Sosa et al. to be at 

high risk of bias because the control group consisted of relatives and neighbours of patients, the type 

of ICS was not reported, and there were no statistical adjustments for confounders.”]  

 

14> Methods – Risk of Bias Assessment: The paragraph on the aimed funnel plot is confusing. On 

one hand its says hand funnel plots were planned, but then it also said there was no pre-registered 

protocol  

[Author Response: Although we do not have a pre-registered protocol, we have conducted many 

previous meta-analyses of adverse effects, and we usually consider a funnel plot as standard 

procedure]  

 

15> Methods – Risk of Bias Assessment: Citation 11 might not be the most suitable as it is less 

general on funnel plots and more on inference of asymmetry tests on funnel plots  

[Author Response: We appreciate that Citation 11 is focused more on inference of asymmetry tests, 

but the authors do suggest that asymmetry tests can only be reliably interpreted if there are more than 

10 studies, and where statistical heterogeneity is absent]  

 

16> Methods – Statistical Analysis: The term "imputed" is used wrongly here. Imputing means 

assuming/estimating a value based on other means. As described the standard deviation is not 

estimated but (deterministically) derived by means of transformation. This is not imputation. See 

Cochrane Handbook – 16.1.3.1: "Before imputing missing standard deviations however, authors 

should look carefully for statistics that allow calculation or estimation of the standard deviation (e.g. 

confidence intervals, standard errors, t values, P values, F values), as discussed in Chapter 7 

(Section 7.7.3)."  

[Author Response: We apologise for the lack of clarity and have now correctly used the term ‘derived’]  

 

17> Methods – Statistical Analysis: The expression "wherever possible” leaves the reader unclear  

[Author Response: We have clarified this statement to say ‘if available’]  

 

 

18> Results: 1886 studies were mentioned in the text as opposed to 1887 studies mentioned in 

Figure 1  

[Author Response: We have corrected this statement to match the figure]  

 

19> Results: The number of studies mentioned do not match between text and figures (forest plots). 

E.g. three RCTs in text for lumber spine BMD in children versus four in the figure; Four observational 

studies for lumber spine BMD in adults versus five in the figure;  

same for femur BMD for adults  

[Author Response: The apparent mismatch is because a couple of studies reported Male and Female 

separately i.e. Kelly 2008; Wiseniewski 1997. The Forest Plots show the male and female data for 

each study separately, but it is indeed data from that single study]  

 

20> Results: The reported pooled estimates in the text do not match the numbers in the figures  

[Author Response: We apologise for the error in the Child Lumbar Spine Figure and have revised 

both the Forest plot and the text to ensure that they are correct]  
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21> Discussion: Last sentence "Nevertheless, prescribers of ICS should continue to focus on using 

the lowest effective dose to minimize unexpected adverse consequences of ICS therapy" is not 

supported by this study (not even addressed) and should be abandoned  

[Author Response: We agree and have removed this statement]  

 

22> Tables 1: Tables need some clean up as there are irregularities in formatting. E.g. use of units, 

interval tokens, case sensitivity, etc.  

[Author Response: We have carefully gone through all the Tables and re-formatted them]  

 

 

23> Table 2a: Roux 2003: The entry under "allocation concealment" most likely belongs under the 

"sequence generation" column instead  

[Author Response: We have corrected the misplaced entry]  

 

24> Table 3a: Under column "sequence generation" rather the exact methods should be described 

than "Adequate"  

[Author Response: We have added the exact methods to the Table]  

 

25> Figure 1: Not clear how hand searching was performed as this was not described (using this 

term) in the text. Does it refer to the search using the bibliographies/citations?  

[Author Response: We have clarified this statement to specify checking of reference lists]  

 

26> Figure 1: "data format not analysable" is unclear. It seems this could have been easily solved by 

contacting the study authors, and the output increased from 18 to 25 studies  

[Author Response: We have clarified in the Figure that these studies did not report difference in bone 

mineral density g/cm2]  

 

Minor comments:  

 

27> The line numbers do not match the text  

 

28> Abstract - Conclusion: "Use" should be lowercase  

 

29> Introduction: There is a typo in "multimorbidity"  

 

30> Methods – Exclusion Criteria: No space between "asthma/" and "COPD"  

 

31> Methods – Search Strategy: "Reviews" should be lowercase  

[Author Response: We apologise, and we have corrected these errors)  

 

32> Figure 2: The figure lacks a title similar to those in figures 3 and 4  

 

33> Figures 2 to 4: unclear what the prefixes mean (1.3.1, 1.3.2, 1.4.1,  

33> etc.)  

[Author Response: We have added corrected the figure titles and removed the prefixes] 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Armin Gemperli 
Assistant Professor in Health Sciences  
University of Lucerne  
Frohburgstrasse 3 

REVIEW RETURNED 25-Sep-2015 
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GENERAL COMMENTS We are glad to see that the items raised by the reviewers have been 
addressed. As already stated before, this is well conducted 
research. The dissolving of some issues helped to increase the 
clarity of the manuscript, and we are glad to see these addressed.  
 
We have some last comments on the presentation / formatting, 
which were:  
 
Item 1) The issue of inclusion or exclusion of [exactly] 12 months is 
resolved. However, you claim to consistently reporting months, while 
in the manuscript it says years. I would have preferred months, as 
you claim.  
 
item 2) true for the results section. Still different ordering in other 
sections which is not nice, e.g. in conclusion of abstract; last 
sentence of introduction, second and third paragraph in methods, 
etc. A consistent ordering throughout the manuscript would increase 
readability.  
 
item 5) It is not ideal to have no clear protocol specification on multi-
arm trials and then post hoc say it did not occur. I think this should 
be addressed in the manuscript, by somehow stating that no multi-
arm trials were found or included. Is Maspero a multi arm trial, isn't 
it?  
 
item 20) Comparative change at the lumbar spine in children refers 
in the text to Figure 2, whereas it should be Figure 3?  
 
item 22) To give some examples:  
- Bahceciler 2002: "Bone mineral density" is lowercase, in Allen 
2000 its typed with initials.  
- In Allen 2000, there is no period after "48 cases, 9 controls", in 
Agertoft and  
Pedersen 1998 there is  
- Table 2 Li 1999: Colon after "Placebo:" 

 

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Item 1) The issue of inclusion or exclusion of [exactly] 12 months is resolved. However, you claim to 

consistently reporting months, while in the manuscript it says years. I would have preferred months, 

as you claim.  

[Author Response: We have carefully gone through the text and changed it to ‘months’ rather than 

‘years’].  

 

item 2) true for the results section. Still different ordering in other sections which is not nice, e.g. in 

conclusion of abstract; last sentence of introduction, second and third paragraph in methods, etc. A 

consistent ordering throughout the manuscript would increase readability.  

[Author Response: We agree and have re-written the parts that you suggest].  

 

item 5) It is not ideal to have no clear protocol specification on multi-arm trials and then post hoc say it 

did not occur. I think this should be addressed in the manuscript, by somehow stating that no multi-

arm trials were found or included. Is Maspero a multi arm trial, isn't it?  

[Author Response: We would like to clarify that although Maspero’s trial involved a number of 
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interventions, these in fact consisted of two ICS formulations against a non-ICS comparator, and that 

we analysed it as all ICS users vs. montelukast. The data extraction in Table 3 has been clarified, and 

we have added this text to the Results:  

“Fluticasone and mometasone were the ICS used in the intervention arms of one trial, and in this trial, 

we evaluated the results of all ICS users combined against montelukast.”  

 

In the interest of completeness, we would like to point out that there is existing text that also reports 

the direct comparison in Maspero’s trial between the two ICS arms: “There were no significant 

differences in lumbar spine and femur BMD between the two compounds at the end of the trial”  

 

item 20) Comparative change at the lumbar spine in children refers in the text to Figure 2, whereas it 

should be Figure 3?  

[Author Response: We agree that this should be Figure 3]  

 

item 22) To give some examples:  

- Bahceciler 2002: "Bone mineral density" is lowercase, in Allen 2000 its typed with initials.  

- In Allen 2000, there is no period after "48 cases, 9 controls", in Agertoft and Pedersen 1998 there is  

- Table 2 Li 1999: Colon after "Placebo:"  

[Author Response: We have carefully gone through the Tables again and corrected the errors] 
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